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Background: Forthcoming cervical cancer screening strategies involving human papillomavirus (HPV) testing for women not
vaccinated against HPV infections may increase colposcopy referral rates. We quantified health and resource trade-offs associated
with alternative HPV-based algorithms to inform decision-makers when choosing between candidate algorithms.

Methods: We used a mathematical simulation model of HPV-induced cervical carcinogenesis in Norway. We compared the
current cytology-based strategy to alternative strategies that varied by the switching age to primary HPV testing (ages 25–34
years), the routine screening frequency (every 3–10 years), and management of HPV-positive, cytology-negative women. Model
outcomes included reductions in lifetime cervical cancer risk, relative colposcopy rates, and colposcopy rates per cervical cancer
prevented.

Results: The age of switching to primary HPV testing and the screening frequency had the largest impacts on cancer risk
reductions, which ranged from 90.9% to 96.3% compared to no screening. In contrast, increasing the follow-up intensity of HPV-
positive, cytology-negative women provided only minor improvements in cancer benefits, but generally required considerably
higher rates of colposcopy referrals compared to current levels, resulting in less efficient cervical cancer prevention.

Conclusions: We found that in order to maximise cancer benefits HPV-based screening among unvaccinated women should not
be delayed: rather, policy makers should utilise the triage mechanism to control colposcopy referrals.

Similar to many countries around the world, cervical cancer
prevention strategies in Norway involve both primary and
secondary measures. In 2009, Norway introduced the quadrivalent
human papillomavirus (HPV) vaccination, offered to all 12-year-
old girls, free of charge; however, screening will continue to remain
an essential preventive approach, particularly among unvaccinated
women. New screening technologies that involve switching from

cytology to primary HPV DNA testing are actively being
considered by several countries, including Norway. There is
concern, however, that HPV testing may increase the demand
for colposcopy resources (e.g., colposcopists and pathologists) due
to both the enhanced sensitivity and reduced specificity in
detecting high-grade lesions. A strategy to reduce excess referral
involves restricting the age at which women begin primary HPV
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testing, as transient HPV infections occur more often in younger
women. For example, a randomised implementation pilot study in
Norway is currently evaluating a screening strategy that involves
waiting until age 34 years to switch from cytology to HPV testing,
which may increase the discriminatory power and place less strain
on limited resources. However, analyses have shown that an earlier
switch age (i.e. 30 or 31 years) may be more effective (Ronco et al,
2014) and cost-effective (Burger et al, 2012) compared to switching
at age 34 or 35 years. Alternative approaches to control colposcopy
referrals involve identifying the optimal management of HPV-
positive women either using HPV genotyping or cytology triage
(Cuzick et al, 2006). In Norway, the initial primary HPV screening
proposal (Cancer Registry of Norway, 2011) required multiple
persistent HPV-positive, cytology-negative results prior to prompt-
ing colposcopy referral, while the current implementation study
protocol (Nygard et al, 2013) only requires a single persistent result
to prompt colposcopy referral. Appropriate management of screen-
positive women is important not only to ensure efficient use of
resources, but to also limit anxiety related to positive test results
and diagnostic work-up, as well as the potential adverse events
associated with treatment of precancerous lesions (e.g., preterm
delivery and low birth weight (Jin et al, 2014)).

When considering new technologies, financial considerations
and formal cost-effectiveness analyses help inform one aspect of
the decision-making process; however, other factors such as
quantifying resource use and identifying capacity constraints play
an important role in establishing the feasibility of population-based
implementation. While other modelling studies have quantified
resource use (Stout et al, 2008; Naber et al, 2016; Smith et al, 2016),
to our knowledge, isolating the impact primary HPV-based
screening and alternative triage approaches have on colposcopy
referrals and health benefits have not been explored previously.
Our objective was to enumerate the trade-offs in health benefits
and resource use associated with adopting primary HPV testing
strategies for unvaccinated women using a decision-analytic model.
In this context we explored how alternative ages to switch to
primary HPV testing, routine screening frequency (i.e., interval
length) and the follow-up intensity of women HPV-positive with
no cytologic abnormalities affects resource use, referrals, and
health benefits in relation to current levels in Norway.

METHODS

Analytic approach. We used a previously developed mathematical
simulation model of HPV-induced cervical carcinogenesis (Kim
et al, 2007; Campos et al, 2014; Burger et al, 2016; Pedersen et al,
2016) to evaluate the trade-offs in long-term health benefits and
colposcopy referral rates associated with implementing primary
HPV testing in Norway. We compared the current Norwegian
triennial cytology-based screening programme (starting at age 25
years) with candidate strategies that involve switching from
cytology to HPV DNA testing. We varied the age of switching
from cytology to primary HPV testing (i.e., at age 25, 28, 31, or 34
years), the primary screening frequency of HPV testing (i.e.
ranging from 3 to 10 years), and considered alternative approaches
for management of HPV-positive, cytology-negative (HPVþ /
Cyt� ) women. Model outcomes included the lifetime risk of
developing cervical cancer, the total number of women who
developed cervical cancer, the total number of cytology and HPV
tests, the total number of precancer treatments, and the total
number of colposcopy referrals. Outcomes are reported over the
lifetime of each cohort and may reflect single or multiple
interactions, e.g., an individual woman may experience multiple
colposcopies over her lifetime while under surveillance. For each
strategy, we estimated the reduction in lifetime risk of developing

cervical cancer compared to (i) current guidelines and (ii) no
screening, the relative colposcopy referral rates compared with the
current Norwegian guidelines, and the additional number of
colposcopy referrals per additional number of cervical cancer case
prevented, compared to (i) current guidelines and (ii) no screening.

Decision-analytic model. The decision-analytic model (Kim et al,
2007; Campos et al, 2014; Burger et al, 2016; Pedersen et al, 2016)
simulates a hypothetical cohort of individual healthy girls over
their lifetime, starting at age nine years, who at each month, face
probabilities of type-specific HPV incidence and clearance,
progression and regression of precancerous lesions, and progres-
sion to cervical cancer. Transition probabilities can be a function of
duration of infection or lesion, age, and HPV genotype. The model
is stratified by health states distinguished by HPV type (i.e.,
healthy, HPV-16, -18, -31, -33, -45, -52 and -58, other pooled high-
risk types, and pooled low-risk types), cervical intraepithelial
neoplasia (CIN) grades 2 and 3 (CIN2/3), and invasive cancer by
stage (i.e., local, regional, distant). Women with cancer face stage-
specific survival rates, while all women face Norway-specific
competing mortality risks from other causes (Statistics Norway,
2015). For each unique screening strategy, the model tracks and
records the disease and screening history for each individual
woman, such as the number of colposcopy referrals, treated CIN2/
3 lesions, and detected cervical cancers.

Details of the model structure, calibration and validation to the
Norwegian context have been described elsewhere (Burger et al,
2012, 2016; Pedersen et al, 2016; Norwegian Technical Appendix,
2017). Briefly, we calibrated the model to empirical data using a
likelihood-based scoring algorithm to identify parameter values
that maximised correspondence between model outputs and
epidemiologic data from Norway. Norwegian-specific calibration
targets included age- and type-specific HPV prevalence, and HPV
type-distribution within precancerous lesions and cancer. Under
current patterns of screening behaviour in Norway, the model
projected outcomes that correspond to observed Norwegian data
not used to inform the model, including age-specific cervical
cancer incidence (Norwegian Technical Appendix, 2017) and
colposcopy referral rates (Supplementary Figure 1). To capture
parameter uncertainty, all analyses were conducted with 50 good-
fitting parameter sets; summary statistics were reported as the
average outcome across the 50 parameter sets, and uncertainty
bounds (UB) reflecting the minimum and maximum value.

Screening algorithms. We compared the current Norwegian
cytology-based screening programme to candidate strategies that
involve primary HPV testing (Burger et al, 2012; Nygard et al,
2013). The current Norwegian strategy invites all women aged 25
to 69 years to triennial cytology-based screening. Women with
cytology results suggestive of minor cervical lesions (i.e. atypical
squamous cells of undetermined significance (ASC-US) or low-
grade squamous intraepithelial lesion (LSIL)) and positive for a
high-risk HPV infection on reflex testing are triaged using repeat
co-testing (i.e., cytology and HPV testing) 6–12 months later, while
women with high-grade cytologic results (high-grade intraepithe-
lial neoplasia (HSIL)) are referred directly to colposcopy with
biopsy, and treatment if the biopsy indicates CIN2 or worse. For
this analysis we assumed excisional treatment was successful and
prompted increased surveillance prior to returning women to
routine screening. The proposed HPV-based algorithm in Norway
involves switching women from the current cytology-based
strategy at age X34 years to primary HPV DNA testing. Women
who are HPV-negative can return to routine screening at 5-yearly
intervals, while HPV-positive women are re-tested using liquid-
based cytology (LBC). HPV-positive women with a cytology result
of ASCUS or more severe are referred directly to colposcopy with
biopsy, while women with a normal cytology result receive a new
HPV test in 12 months. At the 12-month visit, HPV-positive
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women are referred directly to colposcopy with biopsy, while HPV-
negative women can return to routine screening.

We evaluated 216 HPV-based screening strategies relevant
across multiple settings, including the algorithm currently under
evaluation in Norway. We compared variations in the HPV-based
strategy algorithm that differed by the primary screening frequency
(3, 4, 5, 6, 8 or 10 years) across four alternative ages that women
switch from cytology- to HPV-based screening (ages 25, 28, 31 or
34 years) (Figure 1). We assumed that women testing HPV-
negative return to the routine screening at the specified primary
screening frequency, while women testing positive for a high-risk
HPV infection are re-tested using LBC. HPV-positive women with
a cytology result of ASCUS or more severe are referred directly to
colposcopy with biopsy. HPVþ /Cyt� women would receive a
new HPV test at 12 months, followed by a reflex cytology for HPV-
positive women. As uncertainty remains regarding the appropriate
management of HPVþ /Cyt� women, we evaluated alternative
management strategies for this sub-group of women, including
scenarios that varied by the number of persistent HPVþ /Cyt�
results required to prompt referral to colposcopy (1, 2 or 3
persistent HPVþ /Cyt� result(s)), and wait time between repeat
testing (6, 12 or 18 months) (Figure 1). We assumed that an HPV-
negative result prompts return to routine screening; and if at any
point, a woman is both HPV-positive and cytology-positive
(XASCUS), she is immediately referred to colposcopy with biopsy.
For all strategies, screening was initiated at age 25 years and ended
at age 71 to allow a consistent pattern of screening end ages across
the variations in screening scenarios. Our analysis assumed 100%
screening coverage and follow-up in order to assess the maximum
differences among strategies and to avoid imposing assumptions
regarding the distribution of screening coverage for extended
screening intervals, for which there are no empirical data. As the
baseline comparator strategy will influence relative colposcopy
rates, we repeated calculations using cytology-based screening
currently recommended by the United States Preventative Services
Task Force in the United States (US) (Moyer, 2012) in uncertainty
analysis. This strategy involved referral of women with LSIL or
more severe results directly to colposcopy with biopsy.

The model values and plausible ranges for LBC and HPV test
characteristics were based on published literature and varied in
sensitivity analysis (Nanda et al, 2000; Mayrand et al, 2007; Arbyn
et al, 2008; Ronco et al, 2014). For LBC, we assumed a sensitivity of
70% to detect CIN2 or more severe, and a specificity of 91%
(Nanda et al, 2000; Mayrand et al, 2007; Arbyn et al, 2008). The
sensitivity (specificity) of HPV DNA assays, defined as the
probability of HPV DNA-positive (-negative) given HPV DNA is
present (absent), is 100%, but we varied this assumption in
uncertainty analysis. The resulting clinically relevant sensitivity of

high-risk HPV testing to detect CIN2 or worse, which is a model
validation output, was 93% (UB: 88–97%), and the clinically
relevant specificity was 80% (78.7–83.1%), consistent with
empirical studies (Mayrand et al, 2007). In univariate uncertainty
analysis, we reduced the clinical HPV test sensitivity to 84%. The
diagnostic accuracy of colposcopy with biopsy was based on data
from the New Mexico HPV Pap Registry (Stoler et al, 2015b); we
evaluated the impact of perfect sensitivity and specificity in
univariate uncertainty analysis.

RESULTS

Primary analysis. Reductions in lifetime cervical cancer risk
associated with the alternative HPV-based strategies ranged from
90.9% (90.0–92.1%) to 96.3% (95.8–96.8%) compared to no
screening, and provided greater reductions than the current
Norwegian cytology-based approach (i.e., 87.7% (86.6–88.7%))
(Figure 2, Supplementary Figures 2 and 3). The age of switching to
primary HPV testing had the largest impact on cancer risk
reductions, while the primary screening frequency had a modest
influence on cancer risk reductions. For example, delaying HPV-
based screening initiation from age 25 years to age 34 years yielded
2.6–3.3% absolute decrease in the risk reductions, while lengthen-
ing the primary screening frequency from 3 to 10 years was
associated with a 0.9–2.4% absolute decrease in the risk reductions.
In contrast, increasing the follow-up intensity of HPVþ /Cyt�
women for the same primary screening frequency and switch-age
provided only minor improvements in cancer risk reductions (i.e.,
p1%). We found similar patterns when we evaluated the reduction
in cervical cancer incidence compared to the current Norwegian
cytology-based guidelines, ranging from 26.0% (21.6–31.9%) to
69.7% (67.5–72.8%) (Supplementary Figure 8). The projected
number of women who developed cervical cancer per 1000 women
screened over a lifetime was 3.75 (2.46–4.52) women for the
current Norwegian guidelines, and ranged from 1.19 (0.69–1.49) to
2.82 (1.75–3.50) women for the alternative HPV-based strategies
(Supplementary Figure 9).

Resource use (i.e., the total number of cytology and HPV tests,
the number of precancer treatments, and the number of
colposcopy referrals, per 1000 women screened over a lifetime)
varied considerably across the strategies (Supplementary Figures
10–12). As expected, the total number of cytology and HPV tests
was most influenced by the primary screening frequency
(Supplementary Figure 10). In contrast, the number of colpo-
scopy referrals and precancer treatments per 1000 women
screened over a lifetime was most influenced by the follow-up
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Figure 1. Flow diagram for alternative primary HPV-based screening algorithms. Dashed red boxes indicate cervical cancer screening strategies
that were varied in the analysis. Women who are HPVþ /Cyt� receive a new HPV test in 6, 12 or 18 months, with a reflex cytology only for those
women who are HPV-positive. Cyt¼ cytology; HPV¼ human papillomavirus; HPVþ /Cyt� ¼HPV-positive and cytology-negative; HPVþ /Cytþ ¼HPV-
positive and cytology result indicating atypical squamous cells of undetermined significance or more severe; LBC¼ liquid-based cytology.
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management approach for HPVþ /Cyt� women (Supplementary
Figures 11 and 12). Importantly, all HPV-based strategies we
considered were associated with increases in colposcopy referral
rates (i.e., up to 331% (312–351%)) compared to the level projected
by the current Norwegian cytology-based guidelines (i.e., 567 (483–
617) per 1000 women screened over a lifetime) (Figure 3 and
Supplementary Figures 4 and 5). In general, switching at an earlier
age to HPV-based screening or implementing a shorter primary
screening frequency increased colposcopy referral rates; however,
referral rates could be tempered (or exacerbated) when coupled
with less (or more) intensive follow-up management approaches
for HPVþ /Cyt� women. For example, for an HPV-based
strategy involving 5-yearly screening starting at age 34 years, we
projected that colposcopy referral rates could increase by 145%
(135–158%) assuming the most intensive follow-up approach, but

only increase by 31% (25–38%) for the least intensive follow-up
approach. Reducing the number of repeat visits to confirm HPV
persistence among HPVþ /Cyt- women from 3 to 1 offset the
increases in colposcopy referral rates if coupled with increasing the
wait time between repeat testing (i.e., from 6 to 18 months).

The number of colposcopy referrals to prevent one additional
cervical cancer (compared to no screening) increased as the
intensity of the HPV-based screening strategy increased, ranging
from 21 (18–33) to 82 (67–122) colposcopies per averted cervical
cancer case (Figure 4 and Supplementary Figures 6 and 7).
To maintain the current colposcopy referrals per averted cancer
case projected by the Norwegian cytology-based strategy
(i.e., 21 (18–31) colposcopies per averted cancer case) generally
involved selecting an HPV-based strategy with the least intensive
HPVþ /Cyt� management approach or lengthening the primary
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Figure 2. Reduction (%) in lifetime cervical cancer incidence compared to no screening for the alternative HPV-based strategy algorithms.
Variations in the HPV-based strategy algorithm differed by the primary screening frequency (3, 4, 5, 6, 8 or 10 years), the alternative ages that
women switch from cytology- to HPV-based screening (age 25, 28, 31 or 34 years), the number of persistent HPV-positive, cytology-negative
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wait 6, 12 or 18 months between the repeat testing. The current cytology-based approach in Norway is projected to reduce lifetime cancer risk by
87.7% (uncertainty bounds: 86.6–88.7%) compared to no screening. Heat map formatting indicates low (dark red) to high values (dark green).
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Figure 3. Relative colposcopy referral rates compared to current triennial cytology-based algorithm in Norway for the alternative HPV-based
strategy algorithms. Variations in the HPV-based strategy algorithm differed by the primary screening frequency (3, 4, 5, 6, 8 or 10 years), the
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screening frequency (Figure 4; green shaded region). The
additional number of colposcopies required to prevent one
additional cervical cancer compared to the current Norwegian
guidelines was substantially higher, ranging from 38 (11–76) to 735
(637–969) (Supplementary Figure 13).

Uncertainty analysis. The impact of alternative HPV-based
strategy algorithms on the reductions in lifetime cervical cancer
risk was greatly influenced by the HPV DNA test sensitivity
(Supplementary Figures 14 and 15). When we reduced the clinical
HPV test sensitivity to 86% (81–89%), reductions in lifetime risk
decreased, ranging from 84.2% (82.6–85.2) to 94.6% (94.1–95.2%)
compared to no screening (Supplementary Figure 14). Importantly,
under this scenario the primary screening frequency rather than
HPV switching age, contributed to the largest impacts on cancer
risk reductions. For example, lengthening the primary screening
frequency from 3 to 10 years was associated with a 5–8% lower
absolute reduction in cancer risk, while delaying HPV-based
screening initiation from age 25 to 34 years resulted in o4%
absolute difference in the risk reductions.

We found that relative colposcopy referrals rates were sensitive to
the baseline comparator strategy, while reducing HPV test sensitivity
or assuming perfect colposcopy performance had minimal impacts
on colposcopy referral rates (Supplementary Figures 16–18). For
example, when we compared colposcopy referrals rates with the
current triennial cytology-based guidelines recommended in the US,
we found that approximately two-thirds of the HPV-based strategy
algorithms we considered had higher colposcopy referrals
(Supplementary Figure 18). Finally, reducing HPV test sensitivity
resulted in a lower ratio of the number of colposcopy referrals per
cancer prevented across algorithms (ranging from 18 (15–26) to 69
(58–102); Supplementary Figure 19), while assuming perfect
colposcopy characteristics yielded a higher ratio (ranging from 22
(18–37) to 87 (73–135); Supplementary Figure 20).

DISCUSSION

Modifying a well-established screening programme requires the
evaluation of not only the expected benefits, but also the impact on
constrained resources and potential harms to women. In this

analysis, we use a model-based approach to project the magnitude
of health benefits and colposcopy utilisation associated with
varying levers associated with primary HPV-based screening (i.e.
primary screening frequency, the age to switch to primary HPV
testing, and the follow-up intensity for HPVþ /Cyt� women).
We found that while HPV-based screening uniformly decreased
cancer incidence, these improvements generally required increases
in colposcopy referral rates. However, our analysis identified the
most important levers to help maintain or improve the expected
cancer benefits compared to the current screening program while
controlling colposcopy referral rates. Such strategies generally
involved increasing the number of repeat tests and/or increasing
the length of time between repeat testing prior to prompting
colposcopy referral.

Worldwide, commonly proposed HPV-based algorithms
involve switching to HPV testing at age 430 years every 5 years
with reflex cytology for HPV-positive women, with a single repeat
HPV-test at 12 months for cytology-negative women (Nygard et al,
2013; Ronco et al, 2014). We found that, compared to current
cytology-based approaches, this algorithm is expected to reduce
cancer incidence, but will likely increase colposcopy referral rates
(Figure 3 and Supplementary Figure 18). Arguments for delaying
switching to HPV-based screening to after age 30 years generally
stems from the higher proportion of transient HPV infections at
younger ages and concerns about unnecessary screening proce-
dures. A study from the Netherlands (de Kok et al, 2014) evaluated
the potential cancer preventive benefit that could be achieved by
switching to primary HPV testing at age 30 rather than age 35
years. This study found that a maximum of 28% of cervical cancer
cases in women aged 30–35 years could have been prevented;
however, the study did not evaluate the resource requirements to
achieve these benefits and emphasised the need to balance
this potential benefit with potential harms stemming from
unnecessary screening procedures. Our study explicitly quantifies
these trade-offs and demonstrates that excess colposcopy referrals
can be mediated through less intensive follow-up algorithms for
HPVþ /Cyt� women, even when initiating primary HPV testing
at age 25 years. The number of repeat visits and length of time
between visits serve as algorithmic levers to offset increases in
colposcopy referrals by allowing time for HPV infections to clear
while actively monitoring women to protect against interval
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Figure 4. The number of colposcopy referrals per cervical cancer case prevented for the alternative HPV-based strategy algorithms. Variations in
the HPV-based strategy algorithm differed by the primary screening frequency (3, 4, 5, 6, 8 or 10 years), the alternative ages that women switch
from cytology- to HPV-based screening (age 25, 28, 31 or 34 years), the number of persistent HPV-positive, cytology-negative results required to
prompt referral to colposcopy (1, 2 or 3 persistent HPVþ /Cyt� result(s)) and whether the strategy should require women to wait 6, 12 or 18
months between the repeat testing. The current cytology-based approach in Norway is projected to require 20.8 (uncertainty bounds: 18.1–31.0)
colposcopy referrals per cancer prevented. Heat map formatting indicates low (dark green) to high values (dark red).
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progression. In addition, eliminating primary cytology-based
screening by initiating screening at age 25 years with primary
HPV testing allows policy makers to unify and simplify a screening
programme while simultaneously improving cancer prevention.
Ultimately, decision makers have to decide what constitutes an
acceptable balance between benefits and harms of screening.

Comparison with other studies. To our knowledge, this is the
first study to evaluate the long-term health and colposcopy use
trade-offs associated with a multitude of candidate primary HPV
and triage testing strategies. Randomised controlled trials compar-
ing a single HPV testing strategy with or without a cytology co-test
in primary screening have been conducted, finding that HPV-
based screening allows longer protection against development of
precancer and cancer. A recent 14-year follow-up analysis of the
Dutch randomised trial (Dijkstra et al, 2016) found that the
primary screening frequency may be safely extending beyond five
years using primary HPV-based screening. This study also found
that the 14-year risk of developing CIN3þ for screen-positive
women differed, and was much higher among HPV-positive
women compared to HPV-negative women at baseline, suggesting
that active management of all HPV-positive women is required.
Three of the European trials found no increases in colposcopy
referral rates associated with primary HPV testing (Ronco et al,
2014), while other trials have reported increases in colposcopy
rates, especially among younger women (i.e., o35 years)
(Leinonen et al, 2009; Coldman et al, 2015). Two Dutch analyses
that evaluated up to 14 alternative management approaches for
screen-positive women (Rijkaart et al, 2012; Dijkstra et al, 2014)
found that select triage strategies may control colposcopy rates
(improving the positive predictive value), with only minor losses in
the negative predictive values of high-grade lesions. Another Dutch
study found that primary HPV screening was preferred over
cytology-based screening; however, the most efficient strategies
often involved using only cytology to triage HPVþ /Cyt� women
as the number of false positives associated with HPV triage
outweighed the benefits (van Rosmalen et al, 2012). Although a
cytology-only triage approach would likely be an alternative
strategy to control colposcopy referrals, this was not currently on
the policy table in Norway. These empirical studies, while
important and in line with our findings, report on health and
resource consequences that do not reflect repeated rounds of
screening with primary HPV-testing over a lifetime, and differ
considerably in control-arm strategy, primary screening frequency,
and follow-up management of screen-positive women.

Disease simulation models provide a unique opportunity to
quantify the long-term health benefits and economic consequences
associated with candidate screening algorithms, by simulating a
hypothetical cohort of women over their lifetime. Simulation
modelling has been readily used to assess the value of implement-
ing primary HPV testing (Mendes et al, 2015); however, the
majority of these studies capture economic outcomes using the
single composite outcome of monetary costs, rather than reporting
resource use in natural units such as colposcopy referrals. A recent
Australian study (Smith et al, 2016) projected the impact of
transitioning from the current biennial cytology-based programme
to a single proposed 5-yearly HPV-based strategy on resource use,
finding that colposcopy referrals are expected to increase for the
first three rounds of HPV-based screening for women not
vaccinated against HPV infections. For countries that recommend
a lower threshold to prompt colposcopy referral (e.g., LSIL directly
to colposcopy), or a more frequent primary cytology screening
frequency (such as Australia), switching to primary HPV testing
will likely have a smaller impact on comparative resource use. In
general, and similar to our findings, studies that have quantified
resource use in natural units have found that the differential
impact of candidate strategy algorithms and testing approaches on

health benefits are small, while resource use may vary considerably
(Kim et al, 2002; Stout et al, 2008; Pedersen et al, 2016),
highlighting the value of using simulation modelling to help inform
the trade-offs of alternative screening algorithms.

Limitations. Several limitations are worth mentioning. We did
not evaluate the health benefit and resource use trade-offs among
HPV vaccinated cohorts. In Norway, the first vaccinated cohorts
will not reach screening age until 2022; therefore, identifying HPV-
based strategies that control colposcopy resource use among
unvaccinated cohorts is the greatest priority; a comprehensive
analysis evaluating optimal screening algorithms among vaccinated
cohorts will be the focus of future analyses. In addition, we
restricted our analysis to long-term, non-monetary outcomes.
Cost-effectiveness analyses that evaluate the cost per quality-
adjusted life year gained are necessary to provide a more
comprehensive identification of the optimal algorithm for a given
setting. These studies will be required to ensure that the reduction
in colposcopy referrals achieved by choosing a less intensive follow-
up approach for HPVþ /Cyt� women are not outweighed by utility
decrements that may stem from a potential increase in a woman’s
anxiety while undergoing diagnostic work-up, or from the financial
costs associated with increasing the number of repeat follow-up visits
(especially when considering women’s time and travel costs).

Due to the absence of data informing future screening behaviour
associated with alternative algorithms, we did not consider the role
of loss-to-follow-up after an abnormal result, which may increase
as an algorithm requires additional persistent results. For decision-
makers concerned with a potential increase in loss-to-follow-up
due to requiring multiple repeat visits or increasing the wait time
prior to diagnostic confirmation, our results show that policy
makers can select the appropriate setting-specific levers to triage
HPV-positive women in order to control colposcopy referral rates,
without losing health benefits.

Although we also did not evaluate all possible triage approaches
for HPV-positive women, such as HPV genotyping (Stoler et al,
2015a), similar approaches, such as less intensive follow-up
management of screen-positive women, can be employed to
control colposcopy referrals. As expected, we found that relative
colposcopy use is dependent on the baseline comparator strategy;
therefore, the exact magnitude of relative increases may not be
generalisable outside settings that recommend guidelines compar-
able to the Norwegian approach. For countries with similar
algorithms to the United States that involve referring women with
LSIL results directly to colposcopy, we found that switching to
primary HPV-based screening would not necessarily require
current systems to scale-up colposcopy resources to accommodate
new screening algorithms, particularly for certain screening
frequencies, primary HPV switching ages and HPVþ /Cyt�
management combinations (Supplementary Figure 18).

Policy implications. The health and resource trade-offs identified
in this study may aid decision makers in designing the optimal
HPV-based screening algorithm given local capacity constraints
and preferences for balancing the benefits and harms of screening.
In the short-term, resource constraints may limit the choice among
potential strategies, while in the long-term, scaling up programmes
to accommodate algorithm requirements may be achievable. Our
analysis highlights the benefit of switching to primary HPV testing
at an earlier age, which can be implemented without considerable
increases in colposcopy referral rates if paired with less intensive
follow-up approaches for HPVþ /Cyt� women. In deciding the
optimal follow-up of HPVþ /Cyt� women, decision-makers
should also consider potential harms associated with less intensive
approaches. For example, women who are HPVþ /Cyt� may
experience anxiety by having to wait 12–18 months for repeat
testing (once or twice), rather than immediate adjudication.
In a British study (Waller et al, 2007) that conducted
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in-depth interviews with 30 women who tested HPVþ /Cyt� at
their primary screen and who attended repeat HPV testing
in 12 months, most women did not experience considerable
anxiety while waiting for the first repeat HPV test, yet preferred
immediate resolution with colposcopy referral rather than a second
repeat HPV test. Moreover, women showed a greater emotional
impact of a repeat HPV-positive result; as such, it may be better to
increase the wait-time prior to repeat testing rather than the
number of persistent HPV-positive results required to prompt a
colposcopy referral.

CONCLUSIONS

Strategies involving primary HPV-based screening for unvacci-
nated women are expected to improve health benefits with respect
to cancer reduction, but may also increase colposcopy utilisation.
Our analysis highlights ways in which HPV testing can
simultaneously yield large improvements in population health
benefits while controlling colposcopy referral rates.
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